
The Einhell TC-TS 2025/2 eco bench-type circular saw is designed for exact sawing work on workpieces made from wood, coated panels, plastics &

boards. The height and angle of the saw blade can be quickly adjusted thanks to the 2-in-1 adjuster. For clean work results there is a parallel stop with

eccentric clamp and an angle stop for mitre cuts. The base frame provides a comfortable working height and a steadyly standing position. For optimum

cuts it is equipped with a carbide-tipped precision saw blade. The push stick with holder on the housing ensures safe operation, while the housing with

chip extractor connection is for keeping the workplace clean. There is a holder on the bench-type circular saw for holding the included tools.

Table Saw

TC-TS 2025/2 eco
Item No.: 4340530

Ident No.: 11037

Bar Code: 4006825611328

Features & Benefits
2 in 1 saw blade adjustment (height and angle 0°-45°)-

Parallel stop with eccentric clamp-

Angle stop for miter cuts (+/- 45°)-

Housing with chip extractor connection for a clean workplace-

Blade guard with chip extraction-

Base frame for stability and a comfortable working height-

Facility for winding up the power cable-

Holder for the supplied tool for blade changes-

Carbide-tipped precision blade for the best cuts-

Push stick (with holder on the device) for safe working-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1800 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 2000 W  |  40 %

- Idle speed 4250 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø254  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 24 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 53 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 80 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-80 mm

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

- Working height 870 mm

- Size of working table 638  x  490 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 20 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 23 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 745 x 555 x 335 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 23 kg

- Dimensions export carton 745 x 555 x 335 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 217 | 448 | 489

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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